In a four-part story starting this Monday on Five, Tom Baker, who has played Dr Who since 1976, makes his final appearance as a new Doctor is regenerated - the fourth since the series began in 1963. Will Dr Who continue forever? Staff writer Sue McInnes, a long-time Dr Who fan, investigated and found that there are definite limits...

The regeneration game

The spectacular 1980s BBC TV series Doctor Who started life as a popular children's television programme. But the combination of the human drama of the adventures of the Second Doctor in the UK and the Doctor's adventures in the USA, led to a series of good stories and an enduring fan base. The Doctor's adventures were often thrilling and full of awe, with the Doctor's special一行 adventures often involving him in special adventures and facing special dangers. The BBC series often involved the Doctor and his companions in special adventures and facing special dangers. The Doctor's special adventures often involved him in special adventures and facing special dangers. The BBC series often involved the Doctor and his companions in special adventures and facing special dangers.

Tom Baker's final appearance as the Doctor was memorable. The programme was broadcast in some 150 countries around the world and regular viewers were always happy to watch the Doctor and his companions in special adventures and facing special dangers. The Doctor's adventures were often thrilling and full of awe, with the Doctor's special adventures often involving him in special adventures and facing special dangers. The BBC series often involved the Doctor and his companions in special adventures and facing special dangers. The Doctor's special adventures often involved him in special adventures and facing special dangers. The BBC series often involved the Doctor and his companions in special adventures and facing special dangers. The Doctor's special adventures often involved him in special adventures and facing special dangers. The BBC series often involved the Doctor and his companions in special adventures and facing special dangers.
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Lello Ward with Melvyn Waterhouse (Ado), a previous series of Dr Who. she and the Doctor (Tom Baker) found romance battling deadly pests.

"After all the adventure, I totally had no idea Dr Who was so important."

Sheila Davidson, a 17-year-old actress, had no idea how large the Doctor's appeal would be to the public. She and Melvyn Waterhouse, who plays the Doctor's companion Ado, found themselves battling in the first episode of the series with a group of pantomime artists. The two actors were told they would be playing parts in the Doctor's adventures, but they were not given any further details. The Doctor and Ms Davidson are seen here in character, with Melvyn Waterhouse dressed as the Doctor and Lello Ward as his companion Ado. The two actors are seated on a sofa, with Melvyn Waterhouse holding a microphone and Lello Ward holding a sheet of paper. They appear to be discussing their roles in the series.
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